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Hotel Cipriani
venice’s HoteL cipriani sparkLes witH 
 enough splendor, vistas, and delicious italian 
food to rival the city itself. on a secluded area 
of Giudecca island, a mere private shuttle boat 
ride away from saint mark’s square, the Hotel 
cipriani [www.hotelcipriani.com] is at once a 
perfect complement to the romantic charms of 
venice and a tranquil respite from the hustle and 
bustle of the main island’s streets and canals.

the hotel’s refined elegance reminds one 
of a modern version of a venetian palazzo. its 
rooms are comfortable and spacious, many with 
balconies overlooking the lagoon or with pa-
tios conveniently snug against the hotel’s salt-
water pool. naturally, they are complete with 
all the necessities one might desire after a day 
spent exploring the wonders of the city on the 
main island. the hotel’s continental breakfast 
is a tranquil and relaxing way to begin a day 
in italy, and its resort spa and state-of-the-art 
fitness center offer wonderful ways to top off 
an afternoon.

the sophisticated atmosphere of the hotel’s 
own Fortuny restaurant – a popular spot even 
for those not staying in the cipriani itself – further 
enhances its refined and authentic cuisine. under 
the masterful hand of chef renato piccolotto, 
flavorful dishes with clear callbacks to venetian 
culture are served with flair and modernity.

of course, the hotel’s service is as impec-
cable as its rooms and cuisine; from the timely 
and comforting basics to the ever-willing and 
truly above-and-beyond concierge service, it is 
clear that there is no better place to explore the 
beauties and mysteries of this magical and ro-
mantic city. indeed, if venice is the “Queen of the 
adriatic,” then the cipriani must be its crown.•
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